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POETRY Learning to enjoy There are many misconceptions about the Irish exam, and the biggest one is that
you have to learn vast amounts of material to answer the poetry questions. Only allow yourself to listen the
allocated number of times for each section. Having vocabulary that focuses precisely on the areas that tend to
be discussed in the oral is important. In this continuing series he shares his study experience with readers,
today offering advice to fifth- and sixth-year students on Leaving Cert Irish While I studied higher-level Irish,
I think these study guidelines work for Irish at any level. A collection of useful phrases in Irish, a celtic
language spoken in Ireland. That way you will find it easy to recognise them and will not lose any marks for
spelling them wrong. In a way, this paper is the opposite of the essay. Oral Walking the talk Dreaded by many
and feared by the rest, the oral exam is the cause of many a restless night for the average Leaving Cert student.
Some people think that you can only write an essay for this question. While both are still important you can
make mistakes without losing too many marks. Next, read the comprehension. Fits in to lots of essays and
conversations. You can write a story, a debate piece or a newspaper article instead. Focus on making a large
number of clear and simple points. Plan your prose answers in English. But do so early as they tend to fill up
quick. We use cookies to personalise content, target and report on ads, to provide social media features and to
analyse our traffic. If you spread the learning out from now until June you will find it manageable in the exam
and it will be a handy thirty marks. It focuses on your content and ideas and less on your use of Irish. Finish
off by referring back to the question. The question will guide and direct you to the answer if you use it
properly. Chalmers unchanged cha-cha-cha your sermonises bopping tegularly? Many schools run Easter
courses which prepare students directly for their oral exams. It is even more effective if you focus on running
mock oral tests rather than just speaking Irish. Try to connect all your answers to one another. The Irish aural
is usually hard at first. Just wondering how people are dealing with the irish H Are people just learning off a
few and hoping God is nice or Yes my essays were terrible in Irish Oral Conversation Fillers - StudyNotes.
This is how I went about it. Vocabulary repeats regularly in exams, so what might just sound like a weird
word last year might be an answer next year. Take a look at the and Stair na Gaeilge questions. If you have
trouble doing these tests, keep on practising and you will improve. All these points need to be in some way
factual. The trick to doing well here is having a clear idea of what happens in each and every story. Not true!
So make sure you know them. Notice any similarities? For more information see our Cookie Policy. The oral
examiner is more likely to stay on the same subject for a period of time than jump from topic to topic, so make
sure that you are able to go into detail. AURAL Listen up The aural is a question that can cause students a lot
of trouble, but there are a few tricks you can use to top up your mark. If you ever hear an Irish place name,
make sure to write it down and learn how to spell it. In the end they may not be important. Organisation and
presentation are important for every exam. It is vital that when you complete an Irish aural exam paper you
review the questions again and ensure that you understand every word in every question. Then reread the
questions, which will tell you which paragraph the answer is in.


